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Abstract—We consider an asynchronous hierarchical federated
learning (AHFL) setting with a client-edge-cloud framework. The
clients exchange the trained parameters with their corresponding
edge servers, which update the locally aggregated model. This
model is then transmitted to all the clients in the local cluster.
The edge servers communicate to the central cloud server for
global model aggregation. The goal of each client is to converge
to the global model, while maintaining timeliness of the clients,
i.e., having optimum training iteration time. We investigate the
convergence criteria for such a system with dense clusters. Our
analysis shows that for a system of n clients with fixed average
timeliness, the convergence in finite time is probabilistically
guaranteed, if the nodes are divided into O(1) number of clusters,
that is, if the system is built as a sparse set of edge servers with
dense client bases each.

I. INTRODUCTION

Federated learning (FL), since its introduction in [1], has
been studied extensively in distributed learning frameworks.
Distributed learning (DL), as opposed to centralized learning,
is often a useful tool in various applications where factors such
as distributed data storage and data privacy are of concern, see
e.g., [1]–[4]. The FL model used in these applications consists
of a central parameter server (PS) and multiple clients which
have the distributed data. The PS has a global model which
has to be trained on all the client data. In the FL settings,
the PS sends copies of the global model to individual clients,
which are then trained locally. After training, the clients send
back their individual local models or their gradients, which
are securely aggregated at the PS by weighted averaging.
In [1], the authors showed that this training method yields
convergence to a local optimum.

Due to the distributed nature of FL, its convergence is
affected by factors such as data heterogeneity and commu-
nication overhead [5], [6]. The convergence result in [1] relies
on idealistic assumptions, such as, that the data is distributed
in i.i.d. manner across all clients, and that the client devices
participate in the federated training with regularity. In reality,
the distributed data is often non-i.i.d. and the client devices are
often unavailable in training cycles due to inefficient communi-
cation channels, energy availability of wireless devices, and the
presence of Byzantine stragglers. To circumvent these issues,
several solutions have been proposed in the literature, such as,
priority-based client selection [7], clustering [8], [9], adaptive
quantization [10], multi-task learning [11]–[17], asynchronous
FL [18], and hierarchical FL [19].
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical federated learning (HFL) with client-edge-cloud setting.

In particular, the client-edge-cloud based hierarchical FL
(HFL) setting, introduced in [19], is used for circumventing
the problem of heterogeneity with provable guarantees [20]. In
this HFL setting, there are multiple clusters of clients which
are connected to their corresponding edge servers, which
themselves are connected to a central cloud server. The edge
servers perform local model aggregation from their associated
client devices, which leads to a convergence of the local
models. For global convergence, the edge servers update the
cloud server, typically less frequently than the clients, to get
back a globally aggregated model, which is then passed on
to the client devices. Several variants of this model, such as,
asynchronous hierarchical FL (AHFL) [21], [22], have been
proposed in the literature which enable the training process to
converge without any synchronicity requirement.

In all of these FL settings, better communication between
clients and the PS is necessary. Works in [7], [23]–[39] have
proposed various schemes, which yield faster and reliable
communication. Another criteria for efficient communication
is better timeliness of the system, which makes the overall
training process faster. This aspect is investigated in [40],
where the authors have shown that selecting any random k
out of n clients as in [1] does not necessarily yield a fast
convergence in FL. [40] uses the age of information metric
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Fig. 2. Timely asynchronous hierarchical federated learning with client-edge-cloud setting. The number of edge servers e = 4. Each edge server has ℓ = 5
clients associated with it. At each training iteration, edge server waits for m = 3 clients to be available, and only the first k = 2 earliest finishers are
aggregated at the edge. The local aggregation is then globally aggregated at the cloud asynchronously.

[41]–[45], a widely used metric in the communications and
networking literature, to characterize the timeliness of the in-
dividual clients. [40] also proposes a timely FL scheme, where
the PS waits for m out of the n clients to be available and then
sends the updated model. Then, for model aggregation, only
the first k responses out of the m clients are chosen. [40]
shows that this scheme results in faster training cycles, and
hence faster convergence. This gain in performance is due to
the fact that, in the proposed scheme in [40], the initial waiting
period ensures that all the clients are available in the training
as opposed to the random selection scheme in [1].

Motivated by this approach, in this work, we focus on the
timeliness of a more realistic FL setting, namely AHFL. In
particular, we consider the client-edge-cloud setting, where the
local client-edge training happens in the same way as in [40]
and the edge-cloud aggregation takes place asynchronously.
The cloud model updates its version number by one whenever
it performs aggregation. On the client’s side, if a client
manages to send its trained model to the edge, and therefore,
to the cloud, it catches up with the global version of the cloud;
else, its version does not change. A client with its model
being successfully aggregated in a training cycle will have
the most recent version number, while a client trained on an
older version incurs some staleness in the system, which is
denoted as the difference of versions between the cloud and the
client. The analysis in [18] shows that the global convergence
of an asynchronous FL system is dominated by this staleness
factor, i.e., the smaller is the staleness, the faster the system
will converge. Since we are not considering a traditional FL
setting, rather an AHFL system, we have to incorporate both
the timeliness and the bounded staleness in the design of the
system for better performance.

With this backdrop, in this work, we investigate the con-
vergence criteria of a timely AHFL system consisting of
dense clients. We show that there can be a probabilistically
guaranteed global convergence if the number of clusters of
the hierarchical system is O(1), while maintaining timeliness.

That is, a good operating setting for AHFL is to have sparse
edge devices with dense clients.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In a FL setting, the parameters θ ∈ Rd of a model are
trained in n different client devices with distributed training
data. The goal of the system is to minimize a loss function,

L(θ;D) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

L(θ;Di), (1)

where Di is the training data available to the ith client and
D = ∪ni=1Di is the total data set. In the beginning of the
tth cycle, the PS sends a global model θt to the clients. At
each cycle, the clients perform t̃ ∈ N step stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) on their local objective function as follows

θi
j+1 = θi

j − ηij∇L(θi
j ;Di), j ∈

[
t̃
]
, i ∈ [n], (2)

where ηiℓ is the learning rate corresponding to the jth local
step of the ith client and θi

1 = θt. After training completion,
each client sends the PS its model, which are aggregated as

θt+1 =
n∑

i=1

|Di|
|D|

θi
t̃+1. (3)

This updated model is then used for the next training cycle
and the process continues until the learning model converges.

In a HFL, the most commonly used model is the client-
edge-cloud model, introduced in [19]. In this model, shown in
Fig. 1, there are total n clients distributed under e edge servers.
For simplicity, we assume that the clusters are symmetric and
there are ℓ clients corresponding to each edge server, i.e.,
n = e · ℓ. For this work, we consider that the edge-client
network is performing local update in a timely manner as
described in [40]. This model is shown in Fig. 2. The clients
are assumed to be available at each training cycle after an
exponentially distributed time window with parameter λ. The
first m available clients among ℓ clients receive the model from
the edge servers without any downlink communication delay.



Algorithm 1 Timely AHFL algorithm
1: Initialize θ0 and send to all the edges and the clients.
2: for t ∈ [T ] do
3: procedure CLOUDUPDATE
4: Receive θ′ from the edge server s.
5: Perform global aggregation as

θt ← (1− σ(t− t′))θt−1 + σ(t− t′)θ′.

6: Send θt to the edge server s.
7: for s ∈ [e] do
8: procedure EDGEUPDATE(edge s)
9: Receive θt from the cloud server.

10: Start the client training cycle.
11: Wait till m among the ℓ clients to become available.
12: Send θt to the clients.
13: Wait until the first k clients (set K) respond.
14: Aggregate as θ′ =

∑
i∈K

|Di|
|DK|θ

i
t̃+1

.
15: Send θ′ to the cloud server.
16: for i ∈ [ℓ] do
17: procedure CLIENTTRAINING(client i)
18: Become available after exponential (λ) time.
19: Receive θt from the edge.
20: θi

1 ← θt.
21: for j ∈

[
t̃
]

do
22: θi

j+1 = θi
j − ηij∇L̃(θi

j ;Di).

23: Send θi
t̃+1

to the edge in exponential (µ̃) time.

For any client, the training takes c units of time, which is a
deterministic quantity. The uplink communication to the edge
is modeled as an exponential random variable with parameter
µ̃. For aggregation, only the first k responding clients are
considered. Analysis of [40] shows that choosing the (k,m)
pair with a linear dependency on n, i.e., k = αm and
m = βℓ are sufficient for maintaining an average timeliness
independent of ℓ, where α, β ∈ (0, 1) are constants, which can
be chosen optimally.

In the timely AHFL system, the edge-cloud network, on
the other hand, is doing global updates asynchronously with
negligible delay due to their high data rate. To penalize the
staleness, instead of doing SGD on L(θ;Di), each client
performs SGD on the modified loss function

L̃(θ;Di) = L(θ;Di) +
ρ

2
||θ − θt||2 (4)

and sends it to the edge, where the regularizing parameter ρ
controls the allowed deviations of the local models. Each time
an edge server generates a local update, it immediately sends
it to the cloud, which updates the global model by taking a
weighted sum of the arrived local model θ′ and the existing
global model θt,

θt+1 = (1− σ(t− t′))θt + σ(t− t′)θ′, (5)

where t′ is the last time-stamp of the trained model from the
particular edge and σ(·) ∈ (0, 1) is a decreasing function of the

staleness, chosen optimally. This new model is then sent back
to the edge servers, which are then used for client training
in the subsequent cycle. The AHFL procedure is shown in
Algorithm 1.

We denote the training time duration of the tth cycle as Yt

and the time duration of the trained model at the ith node
to be aggregated as Y i

j , where j ∈ N denotes the index of
successful participation of node i. From the analysis of [40],
we obtain the expression of an average training cycle as

E[Yt] = E[Zm:ℓ] + c+ E[X̃k:m], (6)

where Zm:ℓ denotes the time it takes for m out of ℓ clients
to be available and X̃k:m denotes the time for the first k out
of m clients to send their model to the PS. Using the order
statistics formulation in [46], we obtain

E[Zm:ℓ] =
1

λ
(Hℓ −Hℓ−m), (7)

where Hℓ =
∑ℓ

j=1
1
j . Similarly, we can also write

E[X̃k:m] =
1

µ̃
(Hm −Hm−k). (8)

Due to the symmetry of the network, the probability of a
particular client being available for training and successfully
sending its trained model to the PS is k

ℓ . Therefore, we obtain
the following expectation

E[Y i
j ] =

ℓ

k
E[Yt]. (9)

Since the edge-cloud communication is asynchronous and
instantaneous, the expectation in (9) also implies the expected
time of the ith client’s version number to be updated.

III. CONVERGENCE GUARANTEE OF AHFL

In this section, we formulate the expression for the version
difference between the cloud and a client, and derive an upper
bound. We denote N̄(τ) and Ni(τ) as the counting processes
of the cloud version and the ith node version, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 3. The process N̄(τ) is increasing at every
Tj , j ∈ N, with Ȳj being the inter-update times, whereas the
process Ni(τ) gets updated at every T i

j , j ∈ N, with mean
inter-arrival time E[Y i

j ]. Using a similar formulation as [47],
we define the version difference for the ith node as

Xi(τ) = N̄(τ)−Ni(τ). (10)

Since N(τ) always leads ahead of Ni(τ), Xi(τ) is always
non-negative. From (10), we can write the staleness of the jth
successful training of the ith node as

Si[j] = Xi(T
i−
j ), ∀j ∈ N. (11)

Now, in the convergence analysis of [18], the authors have
shown that for asynchronous federated optimization with T
training cycles and the condition that Si[j] ≤M,∀j ∈ [T ],

min
t=0,...,T−1

E
[
||∇L(θt;D)||2

]
≤ O(M2). (12)
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Fig. 3. Sample paths of version evolution in the cloud server and the ith node and the corresponding staleness.

The same criterion also holds true for our AHFL system.
Therefore, to have faster convergence, it is necessary to bound
the staleness tightly. Since we have defined {Si[j]}j∈N as a
random process in (11), we use the Markov inequality to obtain
the following bound

P
(
Si[j] ≤M

)
≥ 1− E [Si[j]]

M
. (13)

From (13), we conclude that minimizing E [Si[j]], would result
in tighter upper bound. In the following lemma, we derive the
expression of the expectation of staleness.

Lemma 1 The expected staleness of an AHFL system in
steady state is given by

lim
j→∞

E [Si[j]] =
E[Y i

j ]

E[Ȳ ]
− 1. (14)

Proof: We can write the staleness as difference of the counting
processes as following

Si[j] = N̄(T i−
j )−Ni(T

i−
j ) (15)

Since the version of i does not change for Y i
j duration, we

have N̄(T i−
j ) = N̄(T i

j−1+Y i
j )−1 and Ni(T

i−
j ) = N̄(T i

j−1).
Substituting these values in (15), we obtain

Si[j] = N̄(T i
j−1 + Y i

j )− N̄(T i
j−1)− 1. (16)

Asymptotically, for large training time, we have T i
j−1 → ∞

as j → ∞. Now, since Y i
j is a random variable, we use the

result from [48, Lem. 2] (see also [49]) and apply the modified
Blackwell renewal theorem to evaluate the expectation of Si[j]
from (16) as follows

lim
j→∞

Si[j] = lim
T i
j−1→∞

N̄(T i
j−1 + Y i

j )− N̄(T i
j−1)− 1 (17)

=
limj→∞ E[Y i

j ]

E[Ȳ ]
− 1 =

E[Y i
j ]

E[Ȳ ]
− 1. (18)

This concludes the proof of the lemma. ■
We have the expression of E[Y i

j ] from Section II. We
evaluate the expectation of E[Ȳ ] in the following lemma.

Lemma 2 For a symmetric AHFL system with e edge servers,
the mean inter-update time of the cloud server is given by

1

E[Ȳ ]
=

e

E[Yt]
. (19)

Proof: We can write the renewal process N̄(τ) as a superpo-
sition of multiple renewal processes as follows

N̄(τ) =

e∑
j=1

N̄j(τ), (20)

where N̄j(τ) is a renewal process which indicates the version
number of the jth edge server sj , which can be expressed as

N̄j(τ) = max{Ni(τ) : i ∈ sj}. (21)

The cluster version updates after completion of a training
cycle, i.e., with inter-update time Yt. For the steady state, i.e.,
for τ →∞, we can write the following relation

lim
τ→∞

N̄(τ)

τ
=

e∑
j=1

lim
τ→∞

N̄j(τ)

τ
. (22)

Using the renewal theorem, we obtain limτ→∞
N̄(τ)
τ = 1

E[Ȳ ]

and limτ→∞
N̄j(τ)

τ = 1
E[Yt]

. Substituting these in (22) yields

1

E[Ȳ ]
=

e∑
j=1

1

E[Yt]
=

e

E[Yt]
. (23)



This concludes the proof of the lemma. ■
Now, using Lemmas 1 and 2, we find the criteria for a

probabilistic upper bound of the staleness of a node being
finite in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 In a timely AHFL system with dense clients
setting, if the number of clusters e = O(1), then for any
0 < ε < 1, there exists a constant M , such that the staleness of
a node is bounded by M with probability P

(
Si
j ≤M

)
≥ 1−ε.

Proof: Using (9) and substituting the result of Lemma 1 into
Lemma 2, we obtain the expression for the expected staleness
in steady state as

lim
j→∞

E [Si[j]] =
ℓ

k
E[Yt]×

e

E[Yt]
− 1 (24)

=
e · ℓ
k
− 1 =

n

k
− 1. (25)

From the timeliness condition of [40], k = αβℓ. Substituting
this in (24), we obtain

lim
j→∞

E [Si[j]] =
n

αβℓ
− 1 =

e

αβ
− 1. (26)

Now, using (26) in (13), we obtain the following probabilistic
bound

P
(
Si[j] ≤M

)
≥ 1− 1

M

(
e

αβ
− 1

)
. (27)

Now, for a dense client setting, i.e., n → ∞ and e = O(1),
the probabilistic bound in (27) can be written as

lim
n→∞

P(Si[j] ≤M) ≥ 1− lim
n→∞

O(1)

M
. (28)

Clearly, there exists a finite M for which the bound in (28)
is satisfied asymptotically. Choosing any M ≥ 1

ε

(
e
αβ − 1

)
yields the statement of the theorem. ■

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we simulate the timely AHFL model for
a simple linear regression task. In our experiment, we syn-
thetically generate a dataset, in the same way as [40], [50],
[51]; divide the dataset into equal parts, give to the clients and
perform Algorithm 1 to numerically calculate the regression
loss and the average staleness.

We generate the dataset D = {(xj , yj)}, where xj ∈
Rd. In our case, d = 100 and the data points are from
the Gaussian mixture distribution xj ∼ 1

2N
(
1.5
d w∗, Id

)
+

1
2N

(
− 1.5

d w∗, Id
)
, where each component of w∗ ∈ Rd are

chosen uniformly from the interval [0, 1]. The corresponding
output is yj = xT

j w
∗. Therefore, the overall loss function to

minimize is

L(θ;D) =
1

|D|
∑

j∈[|D|]

(
xT
j θ − yj

)2
(29)

=
1

|D|
||Xθ − y||22, (30)

where X =
[
x1, . . . ,x|D|

]T
and y =

[
y1, . . . , y|D|

]T
are

data and corresponding outputs and || · ||2 represents the l2
norm. The loss function achieves its minimum when θ = w∗,
since all the error terms in the summation of (29) will be
0. The convergence analysis of [18] shows that in order to
achieve provable convergence via asynchronous training, this
loss function L must satisfy the criteria of being L-smooth
and µ-weakly convex. From the formulation in (29), since L
is differentiable, we can write the gradient as

∇θL(θ;D) =
2

|D|
XT (Xθ − y). (31)

Now, for θ1 and θ2, we have the following equation

∇L(θ1;D)−∇L(θ2;D) =
2XTX

|D|
(θ1 − θ2). (32)

Now, choosing L = 2
|D| ||X

TX||2, we obtain from (32):

||∇L(θ1;D)−∇L(θ2;D)||2 = L||θ1 − θ2||2, (33)

which implies that L is a L-smooth function. Also, since (29)
is a l2 norm, which is a convex function, it is also µ-weakly
convex. Hence, the regression loss function satisfies both the
provable convergence criteria.

In our experiment, |D| = 10, 000. This data is equally
distributed among n clients. Therefore, for the ith client,
|Di| = |D|/n. Each client tries to minimize the modified loss
function, defined in (4), when they are included in a training
cycle. For the simulations, we consider ρ = 0.01. Also, since
the goal of our work is to show the effect of edge servers
on convergence, we take both α and β as 0.5, i.e., in each
training cycle corresponding to a particular edge server, the
edge server waits for half of the clients associated with it to
become available with exponential time parameter λ = 1 and
half of those clients get to finish their t̃ step gradient descent in
time c = 1 and update the edge server with exponential delay
parameter µ̃ = 1. In simulations, t̃ = 10. After aggregating
the model at the edge, the cloud server is then updated as (5).
We use the following decreasing function

σ(t− t′) =
1

(t− t′)0.1
, t > t′ (34)

for taking staleness into account. We consider three different
orders for the number of edge servers: e ∼ O(1), O(

√
n) and

O(n). The training process continues for T = 10, 000 epochs,
and the obtained results are shown in Fig. 4.

First, we consider n = 100 clients. Each client has 100
data points drawn from the Gaussian mixture distribution, and
they train in the AHFL setting. The number of edge servers
is considered as e = 5, e =

√
n = 10 and e = 0.2× n = 20.

From Fig. 4(a), we observe that for e = 5, the regression
loss decreases rapidly, i.e., the client model converges with
the fastest rate, whereas the convergence rate slows down as e
increases. This is due to the increasing staleness of the system
as e increases. For α and β as 0.5, the expected staleness,
from (26), is 4e − 1, i.e., 19, 39 and 79, respectively. This
analytical result is close to the numerically evaluated average



(a) Loss vs. epochs for n = 100. (b) Staleness for n = 100.

(c) Loss vs. epochs for n = 400. (d) Staleness for n = 400.

Fig. 4. Loss profiles and staleness comparison for O(1), O(
√
n) and O(n) number of edge servers.

staleness, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The effect of this increasing
staleness is also observed in Fig. 4(a) as the loss profile has
more staircase decrements due to the individual nodes in the
clusters being trained less frequently.

Similar trends are observed for n = 400. In this case, each
client has 25 data points for training. The number of edge
servers is 5, 20 and 80, respectively. Fig. 4(c) shows that the
e = 5 is the fastest, as before, and the rate of convergence
decreases as e increases. We also observe that for e = 5
and 20, the 100 client setting converges faster than 400 client
setting. This might be due to the fact that with higher number
of clients, the data becomes more distributed, which results
in slower convergence rate. Finally, the staleness profile, as
shown in Fig. 4(d), indicates that with higher number of edge
servers, the models become more stale. The average values
also match with the analytically calculated mean staleness,
which are 19, 79 and 319, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

We analyzed a timely updating scheme in an AHFL model.
In this system model, the clients are divided into multiple
clusters which are connected to the edge servers which per-
form local aggregation in a timely manner. In each training
cycle, the edge servers send their models to a selected number
of clients who become available first. The clients train the
model with their locally available data. After completion of
the training, the clients send back their trained model to the
edge servers. Only a limited number of models, that arrive first,
are used for the edge-aggregation. When an edge is updated,
it sends its locally aggregated model to a cloud server, which
performs asynchronous global aggregation and gives back the
new global model to the edge servers with negligible time
delay. This model is then used for the next training cycle of
the clients. Since each client’s trained model is not necessarily



aggregated in each training cycle, this model incurs some
staleness into the system. With bounded staleness, this timely
AHFL training model can converge. We showed that if the
number of edge servers is e = O(1), then for a system with
dense clients, there is a probabilistic guarantee of convergence
of the distributed learning model in a finite time.
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